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Canadian Access Environment

1. Multiple Jurisdictions in Public
• 10 Provincial, 
• 3 Territorial Plans, 
• 5 Federal Plans, 
• 9 Cancer Agencies
• 2 HTA based reviews

2. Fragmented Private Market
• 28+ private plan payers/adjudicators

3. Hospitals 
• Covers inpatients only
• Fragmented decision making – multiple levels
• Budgets 100% public

Population 37.97 Million

Four largest provinces

Shifting Dynamics:
• CADTH/INESSS: Economic requirements, Move to HTM, Use of RWE
• Towards a RWE framework: CanREValue (oncology), RWE CAT
• Increasing use of HTA and formulary restrictions in private Sector
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The opinions in this 
presentation are 
my own and do not 
necessarily reflect 
the views and 
policies of J&J
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Today’s Agenda and Purpose

Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs) Overview of the different approaches 
to protect personal information

Synthetic Data within Janssen The journey so far and what progress 
has been made

Thoughts Around the Future of Synthetic Data Reflections on how/where synthetic 
healthcare data can progress 
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Privacy-Enhancing Technologies



There are different approaches that can be used 
to share data, each with unique characteristics

Key-Coded Data
• Clinical data from an internal data base (e.g., CDISC® SDTM files)

GDPR Pseudonymization
• A level of de-identification is done to ensure that there are no unique patients (demographics) or exact event 

dates in the data, coupled with stronger administrative controls

Risk-Based De-identification
• The industry agreed standard (EMA, Health Canada) for the anonymization of patient data

Clinical Data Synthesis
• Create a synthetic model that is then used to generate artificial, realistic study data
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A careful balance between RISK and DATA UTILITY
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Risk-Based De-identification

• Also called de-identification

• Addresses risk from Indirect 
Identifiers

• No longer considered personal 
information

• Anonymized data shared for 
research purposes

GDPR Pseudonymization

• Removal of direct identifiers 
(e.g., names, ID numbers) while 
leaving indirectly identifying 
info (e.g., age, gender, race)

• Used for internal purposes only

• Considered personal 
information under regulations

• Additional safeguards required 
when using this data

Data Synthesis

• Uses characteristics of a real 
data set to generate “fake” data

• Models' statistical distributions 
and structure of clinical trial 
data set

• Generates synthetic data 
records like the original

• Not considered personal 
information because data is not 
linked to actual individuals



Synthetic Data within Janssen



To date, 33 clinical studies have been synthesized

Pilot
1H20

• Evaluating 
& feedback

Internal 
socialization

2H20

• Experience 
based 
SWOT 
analysis

Production 
& scaling

1H21
• SLA 

definition



Difference between synthesis and 
anonymization

Identity disclosure risks for synthetic data are generally lower than identity disclosure risks for anonymization
• Fewer controls needed to share synthetic data = less business and economic burden

In principle synthesis can be highly automated / less labor intensive
• Once all of the automated pipelines are developed

Fewer skills needed to synthesize compared to anonymization
• This requires appropriate automation, but that is necessary in any case
• Makes it easier to scale synthesis

There is an increasingly negative narrative around anonymization because of the frequency of publicized attacks:
• Reduced public trust and reduced regulator confidence
• Initial response from regulators regarding synthetic data has been positive

Can potentially use generative models to perform “simulations” (not applicable to anonymized data)
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There are specific use cases for which 
synthetic data provides an ideal solution

Hackathons and data competitions / challenges
• These require data sets that can be distributed widely with minimal demands on the entrants

Proof of concept and technology evaluations
• Often times technology developers or technology acquirers need to quickly evaluate whether a new technology works well in practice and they need realistic data with which to work, with minimal 

constraints

Algorithm testing
• One of the biggest challenges when developing AI and machine learning algorithms is getting a sufficient number of data sets, that are large enough, and that are sufficiently realistic on which to test the 

algorithms

Software testing
• Testing data-driven applications requires realistic data for functional and performance testing. Random data cannot replicate what will happen when a system goes into production

Open data
• Sharing complex data sets publicly is challenging because of privacy concerns. This can now be achieved by sharing synthetic data instead

Data exploration
• Organizations that want to maximize the use of their data can make synthetic versions available for exploration and initial assessment by potential users, and if the exploration yields positive results, the 

users would go through the process to obtain access to the de- identified data

Algorithm development
• Data analysis programs can be developed on synthetic data and then submitted to the data custodian for execution on the real data – this brings the verified code to the data rather than sharing the data 

itself

Simple statistics
• When the desired analytics require only a handful of variables, it is possible to use synthetic data as a proxy for real data and to produce more or less the same results 

Education and training
• Synthetic data can be used for teaching practical courses on data analysis and for software training 
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Frequently Asked Questions about
the use of synthetic data

Is synthetic data utility good enough?
• The weight of evidence is growing rapidly that it works extremely well
• The model accuracy is between 95 – 97% due to the privacy concern

What are the privacy risks with synthetic data?
• Evaluations show that synthetic data is below acceptable thresholds and below that of deidentified clinical trial 

data

Do drug and device regulators accept synthetic data as a surrogate to clinical data?
• There is interest but they are reviewing the evidence as it accumulates

Do privacy regulators accept synthetic data is not personal information?
• This area is very new, but the responses have been positive as it removes a lot of practical problems 

compared with anonymization
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Thoughts Around the
Future of Synthetic Data



Acceptance of synthetic data within Janssen

examples

• 95% of statistical modeling can be done on synthetic data
• The data uses have been growing over time from testing to data science

methods

• Access to synthetic data is easier than alternative methods 
• Future use of simulators can be explored

regulators

• Regulator perspectives will be very important for internal adoption
• Release a set of parameters for when synthetic data would be considered non-

identifiable
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Acceptance of synthetic data more broadly 
in the life sciences industry

Data reuse AI / ML Need to 
reduce friction
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Closing Remarks

clear guidance and 
frameworks for 

evaluating privacy risks

reduce 
uncertainty, 

easier to adopt, 
increase use of 
synthetic data
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Why is the Pharma Industry 
interested in synthetic data?

Clinical development & Analytics 

July 2021
Janice Branson, Global Head of Advanced Methodology & Data Science
Member of PSI  (Statisticians in the Pharmaceutical Industry) Data Sharing Special Interest Group
https://psiweb.org/sigs-special-interest-groups/data-sharing-working-group

https://psiweb.org/sigs-special-interest-groups/data-sharing-working-group


Disclaimer

The thoughts and opinions expressed in this 
presentation are my own and do not necessarily 
reflect the views and policies of Novartis

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?2



Agenda

1. The evolution of data sharing and data access

2. Challenges we need to consider in the re-use of data and possible solutions

3. Data sharing at Novartis: external and internal

4. The role of synthetic data

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?3



EMA
CT Reg. 

EU 
database 
and portal

Planned end 
of 2021

Evolution of data sharing and access

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?4

FDA
CT.gov

Submission of 
basic results

EMA
EUdraCT

Mandatory 
submission

YODA

Launched 
portal Yale 
Open Data 

Access

CSDR

ClinicalStudyDa
taRequest.com 

Started

EMA Policy 
0070

Suspension in 
Aug-18 (Brexit)

Vivli
Center for 

Global Clinical 
Research 

Data

TransCele
rate

Start of PSoC 
Historical Trial 
Data Sharing

Data
Celerate

Platform to 
share data

EU 
Clinical 
Trials 

Register 

Launch

EMA
Policy 0070 

Proactive 
Clinical Data 
Publication

2008 2010 2011   2013 2014              2016 2018 2019 2021                                 

Health 
Canada’s 

PRCI

(Public 
Release of 

Clinical 
Information)

Started

EMA Policy 
0070

Launch of 
EMA’s Clinical 
Data Website

EMA
Policy 
0043 

Access to 
documents



What has driven the evolution? 

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?5

Pharma 
Reputation

• Bad Pharma (B. 
Goldacre 2013)

• Journals requesting 
data

• Reproducibility 
crisis in research

Scientific 
Research

• Long and ever 
increasing costs of 
drug development

• Companies 
internally need to 
maximize use of 
their data and 
generate more 
insights

Technology 
and Data

• Compute power is 
no longer a barrier

• ML and AI for big 
data

• Interest in many 
newer data 
modalities omics, 
sensors, images 
and IoT

Data has become an asset with huge potential for re-use to advance science



Challenges to consider

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?6

•Primary use is for 
registration of new 
medicines for patients so 
any re-use needs to take 
timing of this into account

•Scientifically sound and 
reproducible research

•Adherence to global and 
national data protection 
laws and data privacy laws 
must be ensured

•Data collected in clinical 
trials is personal sensitive 
information and must be 
used in accordance with the 
Informed Consent the 
subject completed

Ethical 
considerations

Legal and Data 
Privacy 

considerations

Business 
sensitivity

Good 
scientific 
research



Possible Solutions

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?7

•Locked Studies
•Pivotal, exploratory trials
•Stage of program
•Scientific question of interest

FAIR (Findable, Accessible, 
Interpretable and Reusable)

Define and follow good data
science principles

•GDPR possibly allows
greater flexibility for
additional research but 
local country specific
interpretations may differ

• Informed Consent
•Anonymization
•Generating Synthetic data

Ethical 
considerations

Legal and Data 
Privacy 

considerations

Business 
sensitivity

Good 
scientific 
research



What is Novartis doing to promote 
data as an asset (externally)?

 Novartis is part of 
https://www.clinicalstudydatarequest.com
and external researchers can request data 
through this portal

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?8

 Accessible trials are post approval in major HA
 Phase II-IV studies and data are anonymized 

using risk based anonymization
 Researcher submits proposal
 Data shared in secure environment and limited 

access time 
 Results shared

https://www.clinicalstudydatarequest.com/


What is Novartis doing to promote 
data as an asset (internally)?

 Project data42 aims to facilitate 
frictionless access to Research and 
Development data

 Use this wealth of data to help plan 
more efficient drug development 
programs through using historical 
data, understanding diseases better 
and performing virtual proof of 
concept studies

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?9



Our solutions to address the 
challenges of data re-use in Data42?

Responsible 
stewardship of 

data

Good 
reproducible 

scientific 
research

FAIR 
principles 

applied to data 
and results

Ethical, Data 
Privacy 

principles

Data 
democratization 

with as open 
access as 
possible

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?10

Consider type of trial, stage of 
program and scientific question 

of interest to determine 
governance needed for access

Philosophy for data 
controllers and data users

Review informed consent 
and sub-select those who 

provide consent or 
anonymize data

Making sure data, 
information and results 

follow FAIR principles by 
design

Users are knowledgable 
on what are good 
scientific research 

principles – checking 
plausability, replicability 
and strength of evidence



Role of Synthetic Data

 Relatively new area for Pharma industry (ongoing discussions across industry in 
PSI Data Sharing SIG)

 With increased focus on Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence in Pharma, 
coupled with many companies enabling re-use/secondary-use of data, we have to 
understand how best to enable this balancing risk of re-identification and data utility

 Current areas where synthetic data is playing a role:
– Software/Algorithm development and testing
– Benchmarking of AI/ML vendors
– Hackathons, recruiting initiatives
– Training
– Open source data

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?11



Synthetic data and its role in drug 
development
 Two potential areas to consider:
1. Synthetic data as external control arms in randomized control trials?

– Maybe a consideration in rare diseases or where no standard of care exists and it is deemed 
unethical to administer placebo or in a situation where safety profile is well understood but currently 
gold standard is use of “actual” external data

2. Model Informed Drug Development (MIDD) and In silico trials 
– In 2013-2015, EU funded Avicenna Support Action for In Silico Clinical Trials Link

– The use of individualised computer simulation in the development or regulatory evaluation of a 
medicinal product, medical device, or medical intervention

– FDA innovation Initiative 2017 Scott Gottlieb FDA Comissioner Link
– In silico clinical trials use computer models and simulations to develop and evaluate devices 

and drugs
– In 2018 FDA launched a pilot program of project specific meetings for companies to discuss 

these modeling and simulation approaches called MIDD (Model Informed Drug Development)

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?12

https://www.ijclinicaltrials.com/index.php/ijct/article/view/105
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-voices/how-fda-plans-help-consumers-capitalize-advances-science


Regulatory Engagement

 FDA view (Wang et al 2019 Link )
– Areas of focus include dose optimization, supportive evidence of efficacy, informing clinical trial design, policy 

development
– Future areas : mechanistic models, medical images and real world data
– MIDD formally recognized in PDUFA VI and used in many applications
– FDA MIDD consultation pilot program ongoing since spring 2018 until mid 2022

 EFPIA and PhRMA survey on MID3 – Model Informed Drug Discovery & Development  (Marshall et al 
2019 Link)
– MID3 impact still limited by Industry stakeholders acceptance and disease/systems data availability 
– Interdisciplinary and cross-functional collaboration needed for success (pharmacology, statistics, medicine)

 An ICH MIDD general principle guideline is under preparation and draft planned for end 2021
 MHRA delivery plan 2021-2023 released July 4th propose to deliver NHSX funded synthetic data 

research project by Q4, 2021/22 and launch prototype synthetic data generation service by Q2, 
2022/23 (Link)

Why is Pharma Industry interested in synthetic data?13

https://ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/cpt.1363
https://ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/psp4.12372
https://pink.pharmaintelligence.informa.com/-/media/supporting-documents/pink-sheet/2021/07/mhra-delivery-plan-2021_2023.pdf


Thank you
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